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Adventureland FEC now home to
3 Zamperla indoor coasters:
More excitement guaranteed with the addition of another fun-packed roller coaster

The brand new Gravity Moto Coaster

At the end of 2014 Zamperla installed a new Gravity
Moto Coaster at the Adventureland Sharjah FEC in
the UAE – making it three of our coasters now in
operation at the venue. The latest addition to this
spectacular FEC, situated in the Sahara Mall in
Sharjah, features one moto themed, 12-seater train
which travels along a track of 300m. Reaching a
maximum height of 13.7m, passengers enjoy a
variety of elements along the way, including peaks
and valleys, fast spirals and unexpected changes of

direction, as they travel at speeds of up to
47km/h. The addition of the Gravity Moto
Coaster coincided with a general refurbishment
programme within the FEC which also saw a
‘refreshing’ of the two existing powered roller
coasters, in addition to work on a Jumping Star
and a Demolition Derby. So now, with no less than
three coasters from Zamperla, Adventureland
really is the place to visit for some fun, thrilling,
adrenalin pumping experiences!
The two “refreshed” Powered Roller Coasters

Airborne thrills for Yas Mall visitors:
Zamperla rides bring state-of-the-art entertainment to popular new venue

New “Fun Works’ look” for the Air Race 6.2 and the Sky Tower 15 m.

The thrill levels are particularly high at the Fun
Works FEC at the Yas Mall in Abu Dhabi where an Air
Race 6.2 and a Sky Tower 15m from Zamperla are
in operation. Operator Landmark Group describes
Fun Works as ‘the ideal house of play and learning
and is assimilated with state-of-the-art equipment’
and there is little doubt that the installation of the
Air Race and Sky Tower adds some real state-ofthe-art fun and thrills to the variety of rides and
attractions on ofer. Landmark’s creative team
designed special colour and lighting schemes
for both attractions which were brought to life

through the expertise of Zamperla’s Art Department.
The wonderful end results of this collaboration
can be seen in our pictures
here.

Numerous projects conirmed for Al Othaim
Zamperla Middle East maintains strong relationship with major Middle East group
Al Othaim opened its irst FEC in the UAE in April 2015, at Deerield Mall, Abu Dhabi, and Zamperla Middle East has signed
seven new contracts with the Al Othaim Group to develop new FECs in Saudi Arabia, Egypt and the UAE. A total of 23
rides will be supplied for these projects by Zamperla and we’ll have more details on these in a future issue of Z News.

First ‘All Access’ ride goes to Al Hokair:
Having viewed Zamperla’s Magic Bikes All Access model at the IAAPA Expo in Orlando,
Al Hokair will include the ride in its FECs
industry in the region. Now the company is
leading the way again with the irst installation
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of an All Access ride to its line-up of attractions,
the chosen ride being one of Zamperla’s very
popular Magic Bikes. The All Access version of
this interactive ride accommodates passengers
with limited or no use of their legs, with two out
of the twelve seats on the attraction adapted to
be all-inclusive. Passengers conined to a
wheelchair will be able to roll onto a platform in
their chair and be secured in place in the specially
adapted seat/vehicle, ready to enjoy the ride. As
well as the special seat/vehicle, the standard

Magic Bikes’ new All Access vehicle.

pedals used by riders have also been altered and
The name Al-Hokair has been synonymous with
relocated so that they can be hand cranked, thus
entertainment and tourism in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia and the Arab world as a whole since the late maintaining the unique interactive element of
1970s, and the group has been a true pioneer in the the Magic Bikes.

Zamperla brings more park fun to Baghdad
With the addition of new rides at Alzawraa Park and the forthcoming opening of
Sindbad Land, amusement ride fun in Baghdad has never been better

Patents or pending patents are applicable to certain rides and/or their components depicted in this brochure - see www.zamperla.com/legal/patents

Cover photo: The Air Race 8.2 under construction at Sindbad Land
As the people of Baghdad continue to try and get back to
normality and enjoy life as they should, a visit to an
amusement park for some fun and entertainment will no
doubt be on their agenda. During recent months Zamperla
has been involved in two such projects in the city – namely
the addition of new rides at the existing Alzawraa Park
and the design of a brand new park called Sindbad Land. At
Alzawraa Park, we have installed a mix of classic and thrills
rides, highlighted by an Air Race 6.4 and a Vertical Swing
50m. Sindbad Land is a huge new entertainment and
commercial project which began in 2011. This saw the
Zamperla team involved in the design of the park and in the
manufacturing of all the rides for the venue. Phase One of
the project includes the installation of kiddie and family rides,
while the installation of the thrill/major rides as part of Phase
Two remains a work in progress. In the near future, however,
attractions such as an Aero Top Jet, Disk’O, Power Surge and
Air Race 8.2 will be thrilling visitors to the venue. And all will be
custom themed on the well-known ictional stories of Sindbad.

Ghanim brothers (Alzawraa Park) in front
of their new Vertical Swing 52 m.
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The Sky Race

actually ZAP's
best seller!
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1 - The Sky Race at Taman Safari - Indonesia
2 - The Sky Race during its launch at IAAPA 2013
3 - The Sky Race in one of Sparky's FEC by Al Hokair.

ZAP – successfully serving
a worldwide market
3

Our Philippines branch,
Zamperla Asia Pacific,
has developed a range
of high quality rides
over the years in
attractive, colourful
designs and in doing
so has gained the trust
of many customers
throughout the world.

Zamperla Asia Paciic Inc. (ZAP) has been established
as a manufacturing company in the Philippines
since 1997 with the objective of producing quality,
but relatively simple, long-lasting attractions that
appeal to children of all ages. As a result of the close
co-operation that exists between ZAP and the
engineers and artists back at the Zamperla
headquarters factory in Italy, and its collaborations
with customers worldwide, ZAP has successfully
developed a range of high quality rides in stunning,
colourful designs. But that’s not all! ZAP has also
established an R&D facility which has driven the
creation of a range of new products that have
proved very successful within the marketplace. A

prime example of this work is the Happy Swing,
which has been installed in over 70 locations
around the world. In relation to product
innovation, we are pleased to present in this
issue of Z News the Sky Race and the E-Puf
battery train from ZAP, while if it’s new themes
you require, we have a new series of snow
themed rides available, among many other
theming options. More new attraction ideas are
also on the way and will be revealed in the near
future. Just ask you sales representative for more
information.

E-Puf
The E-puf battery train
is equipped with a 4,5 kw engine,
which empowers the locomotive to pull
four wagons giving the train a total capacity of 24
children. The beautiful iberglass shells, full lights
package and diferent sounds make these kiddie trains look real!

Snow Themed Rides
1

The new series of snow themed ZAP rides.
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1 - The Swing 20 made for Aswad
2 - The North Pole including igloo, penguins
and seals made for Fun City
3 - The Of Road Adventure made for Aswad

Other Themed
Rides
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1 - The North Pole mermaid themed in Coney Island - NY.
2 - The Happy Swing victorian themed in Victorian Gardens - NY
3 - The "Safari" Mini Rocking Tug vehicle.

